
semi automatic die cutter



Brief introduction
shanghai yawa printing machinery company as a outstanding manufacturer in Asia in die cutting machine industry. we have been devoted us
into printing- finishing industry almost 100 years. yawa always sell the machines in excellent quality and reasonable price.

Description:
Semi automatic die cutter (PYQ1040) is the ideal equipment for die cutting and creasing all kinds of paperboard. As the longest life product of
yawa, semi automatic die cutter has been upgraded for many times, but we keep the perfect surface and make the performance to the best.

Features
-Machine frame is of highgrade iron
-Helical drive gears for added strength and run smoothly and quietly
-Manual central lubrication
-Double micrometer impression adjustment
-Electromagnetic clutch
-Electromagnetic counter
-Impresssion throw off to avoid print wast when bad placed
-Reliable safety devices
-Platen edge safety
-Covers on flywheels



Specifications:

1 Max.sheet size(mm)
(inside chase dimension) 1040×720

2 Max.operation pressure(Ton) 120

3 Max. Operation speed(s/min) 22

4 Motor power(kw) 5.5

5 Machine weight(tons) 4.5

6 Overall machine dimension(mm)(L*W*H) 1900*1665*1660

Application:
Semi automatic die cutter is the most preeminent handfed die cutting machine in china, especially in Guangdong province. Most factory owner
will use machine to do some simple creasing for sample.



Semi automatic Flat Bed Die cutting Machine



Brief introduction
Yawa's brand is often recognized by our old customers because of our brand Lion Seal. Our first machine series is a semi-automatic flat bed
die-cutting machine, which we are still producing in the new century.
The Semi Automatic Flat Bed Die Cutting Machine (PYQ1040) is a stable and efficient machine, which is a good choice for customers with low
budgets.

Description:
The Semi Automatic Flat Bed Die Cutting Machine is a special equipment for compressing and cutting ordinary cardboard, copper door panel
plastic and leather, suitable for printing and packaging decoration and plastics industry. The machine has the characteristics of compact
structure, fine process, high pressure, high precision, simple and reliable operation.
The sliding bearing of the semi automatic flat bed die cutting machine is made of high quality alloy copper to enhance the anti-friction and
vibration damping effects. With single-piece, continuous and open delay operation, the dwell range can be adjusted. Its flywheel has large
torque and high pressure. The operating position is well designed and the moving bed can be opened to the optimum state. There is also a
reliable safety system and a central lubrication system to ensure fine lubrication and reduce friction. The machine is easy to operate and easy to
maintain.

Features
- Machine frame is of highgrade iron
- Helical drive gears for added strength and run smoothly and quietly
- Manual central lubrication
- Double micrometer impression adjustment
- Electromagnetic clutch
- Electromagnetic counter
- Impresssion throw off to avoid print wast when bad placed
- Reliable safety devices
- Platen edge safety
- Covers on flywheels



Specifications:
1 Max.sheet size(mm)(inside chase dimension) 1040×720

2 Max.operation pressure(Ton) 120

3 Max. Operation speed(s/min) 22

4 Motor power(kw) 5.5

5 Machine weight(tons) 4.5

6 Overall machine dimension(mm)(L*W*H) 1900*1665*1660

Application:
Semi-automatic Flat Bed Die cutting Machine is usually known for its heavy iron base which can provide high pressure and good cutting result
for customers who don't have much budget.
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